A piece of bric-a-brac; collector's item
To cause to become less or worse
Delicate; elusive
To move out or revoke a previous decision
To put something less severe in place of
To collect into a mass
To spread out
Expand by internal pressure
An animal, or plant, of mixed breeds
Of or pertaining to marriage
Self-government; independence
To leave one country to settle in another
To convey knowledge
Hinder
A fraud; quack
Division into two parts
To emit light without heat
Evil in nature or tending to do great harm
Wandering
Supplying healthful, nourishing elements
Graphic character for a linguistic sound
To deal with others patronizingly
To release from bondage
Thorough and complete
Probability
A force causing movement
A detestable act or practice
Neglecting or refusing to obey
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